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A theorem is proved on the existence of directed faces and sources or sinks in directed 
planar map!& This is applied to obtain a result about the existence of unicoroured faces 
and rrltemately c&wed edges at a vertex in planar Euleriart inaps. A theore,m of the 
same type on phu directed four-valeot graphs is also given. It is shown that ihe three 
tkomns me equivalent. 
I.,+$ &! = {Eb V’, &} be a directed connected planar map. A face f is a c-face 
if it ‘is a diticttd dmiit, that is if the edges incident with f are all directed the 
~~e-+W$~&&wise~or counterclockwise. A vertex u of V' is an s-vertex if it is a 
.&I& &&o&e, that is if all the edges incident with t) are all directed toward t, or 
aU ‘directed away from u. 
m 1.1. In Q diTt?Ctd planar map D there exist two c-faces or two s-vertices 
0t.Q &fuCe and an s-uerteix. 
; 1‘: :. 
%&@/:Ifi D%&j&ic thea D has at least one source ver?ex and one sink vertex. ! 
&i&&Fe,~ D ks two s-vertices. 
&._a ‘is not acycfic, then D contains a directed circuit C. Assume that D 
c#&&& M+ %&tex inside the circuit C. This implies that D contains a c-facz 
ibid6 ‘circuit C. ,If ill the vertices of C are incident only with edges which lie on C 
orX&&id~ 6’, then c is a c-face. Otherwise, choose a vertex, say 21~ on C which is 
iircident with an edge, say e,, lying inside C. Either u1 is the tail or head of e,. 
Assume, without lass of generality, that ul is the head of e, and let u2 be the tail 
of’&. -!$incb 2 is inside C it is not an s-vertex, by assumption, and there is an 
cd@, WY c2 <with ead v2 and tail, say 03. Since u3 is not an s-vertex there is an 
edge% say ca’, with head u3 and tail, say u4. Conti,rue growing a path P, in this way. 
. Sine D has a finite number of vertices P will eventually contain an interior vertex 
t&k% %I$? ret~r& to ckuit ’ C. fn either case, we have produced a circuit say C2 
contained within circuit C. Similarly, if C, is not a c-face we can produce a circuit 
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Cle&y; H k b$&i~e. Furthermore, the n-vertices of Gt2) are mapped 1-1 onto 
thF.s_ver$_q& a’ and .& &faces of Gt2) are mapped 171 >Q$to the c-faces of 
D’. Thus: Th&r~m 2.2 folk&s from Theorem 1.1. 
- ., L 
The. dual of a-planar Ekerian map is a planti bipartite map, In a planar edge 
2-coloured bipartite map, say 8, call a vertex a u-vertex if all the edges incident 
with u are coloured the same CQ~OUT and a face f an n-face if the edge&a incident 
with f are alternately red and blue. 
Theorem 1.1 can be obtained from Corollary 2.2 & follows. Let D = 
{iE,, VD, &} be any plenar directed map. Let e E EL,, having tail u1 and head 41~. 
~~t-~~v~ ~F_EJ direction 01: c and place a vertex u12 bt=tNveen u1and v2, colouring 
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zj1;o33 ~&and ua2v2 blue. Do the same for each edge e E ED Call the resulting 
*mGh a~$ this 2-colouring B’? Clearly, B is bipartite. Therefore, B12) satisfies 
the cam&ions of the corollq which implies that D satisfies the conditions of %, -;*“I . j _ ” “,Y i _ ..,,: ;,*;- , 
;$heoie;m---i,1  2% .I : is groves the equivalence of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 2.1. . . \ 
3. 4mkmt pkwv maps 
bt .#f B {&, VH, FH} denote a 4-valent planar map with the edges directed (as 
ia the proof of Theorem 2.1) so they are counterclockwise or clockwise around 
each fade. H is a c-dincted 4-ualent planar ma?. Let u be any l-l mapping of V, 
into EH such that u is the tail of u(t)) for all u E V,. Let 
a(&?) = {o(u): u E VH), 
a’&) = EH - u( VH). 
The partition Ei: = ct(V& U Q’( V,) of the edges of H is a ~-partition of H. 
‘I’&~OUBIBI 3.1. Let E = A U B be a o-partition of a c-directed 4-dent planar map. 
Then A contains two directed faces or B contains two directed fuces or A and B 
each contain Q directed face. 
Proof. Let By be the sf.t of c-directed 4-valent planar maps. Let m be ihe set of 
all planar maps. It is a well-known fact that there is a bijective mapping 
Let H = {&, VH, F& Sre. Then G 
follows. In each face of H whose 
vertex. Let the set of these vertices 
= Q(H) = {EG, V,, FG} is obtained from H as 
edges are directed counterclockwise place a 
be V,. Now, let u?, uy be any two vertices in 
VG and let FI, F2 be the facles in FH containing u f and uy respectively. Join uy 
and u: with an edge, say eG . If snd only if F, and F2 have a vertex in conrmcn, say 
gH. Call this s?t of edges &. This defines the map G = (r(H). 
Direct eQ tosard uy if a(#) is an edge of F,. Otherwise, direct cG toward V2. 
Theorltm 3.1 follows by applying Theorem 1.1 to G with edges directed this way. 
Oiven a map G we may associate the 4-valent map H = 8(G) and by 
applying Theorem 3.1 to a-*(G) we may obtain Theorcn 1.1. Therefore, 
Theorem 1.1 and Thwrwn 3.1 are equivalent. 
C~roUary 3.2. Let M be a subgraph of H tL?t consists of the union of disjoint 
directed circuits which spm the vertices of H. Then KC = EH - EK also consists of 
the ttnion of disjoint directed circuits covering every vertex in H and K contains LVO 
directed faces or KC contains two directed faces or K, KC w-k contmi LI Arected 
face. 
